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Equitism: An economic 
system in which all citizens 

have a stake in the city’s land 
– as the city does better, the 

residents do better. 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telosa 
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CNH, SPR 
 

Fed Chair update 
 

I continue to be amazed by the fact that Powell’s odds of renomination remain 
pegged at 70% on various betting sites. Still feels more like 50/50 Brainard/Powell 
to me. As much as Bostic makes sense on multiple levels, the fact he has not 
been interviewed probably means his odds are correctly estimated near zero by 
the gambling exchanges. Nick Timiraos and Ken Thomas published an article 
today which also makes it sound like Brainard is still truly in the mix as some 
reported her meeting went “better than expected.” 
 
The brief bios in the article are also a useful reminder of the glaring differences 
between the two candidates when one looks through a political lens: 
 

Mr. Powell, 68, is a Republican and former private-equity executive who 
was nominated in 2011… 
 
Brainard, 59, is a Democrat and an economist who joined the Fed in 
2014 after working in the Obama Treasury Department and the Clinton 
White House… 

 
I just can’t believe the male Republican, and former private equity executive is a 
shoo-in against the female Democratic economist in this political environment. 
Let’s see. 
 

Xi-Biden 
 

Interest in tonight’s Xi-Biden virtual summit is high but not off the charts. Today’s 
first chart shows USDCNH option volumes over the past month. You can see a 
decent pick up on the day the virtual summit was announced, but volumes are not 
huge compared to the October USDCNH breakdown. 
 

Daily USDCNH options volume 
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Looking at the popular strikes, there are a ton of 
6.40s and then the 1-week puts (bought on 
November 11, expiring November 18) are clustered 
around 6.36 and 6.35. Chart on next page. 

 
You read the chart along the y-axis from BOTTOM 
TO TOP. Today’s expiries are the pink dots in the 
bottom row, then as you go up, you see expiries for 
future days. The x-axis shows the strikes. 
 
You can see the 18NOV bucket has a ton of dots, 
which shows that many people bought 1-week 
downside on the day the summit was announced. 
It stacks up as a low probability lotto ticket that 
anything deliverable comes out of the summit 
tonight, and I would expect the summit comes and 
goes with zero market impact. 
 
Removal of tariffs makes so much sense 
economically but could be a killer politically. 
 

SPR release is pointless 
 

There have been abundant headlines suggesting Biden might release crude from the Strategic Petroleum Reserve 
(SPR) in an attempt to knock back oil and gas prices. Will this help? 
 
Probably not. The SPR holds 609 million barrels of crude. That’s about 6 days of global oil demand. There have 
been a few SPR releases over the years, mostly to deal with hurricane or other supply shocks. Here is how crude 
traded around the Clinton (2000) and Obama (2011) SPR releases: 
 

Two prior SPR releases had only a very short-term impact 
 

         
 

The administration has been talking about this for ages, so there is zero surprise factor. Expect a quick move lower 
and equally quick recovery in oil prices if there is an SPR release. Tapping the SPR just has no shock or awe factor 
anymore. 
 
Finally, it’s funny… Now that Bill Dudley’s incentives have changed from “consensus makes life easier” to “maximize 
clicks”, he is a vocal Fed dissenter, despite never having dissented in his 75 or so FOMC meetings over 11 years at 
the Fed. This reflects a general pattern: central bankers dissent less on the job and more once they leave1. It has a 
moderately bad smell to it. 
 
Have a utopian day. 

good luck ⇅ be nimble  
 

1 https://www.centralbanking.com/central-banks/governance/7690336/central-bank-research-may-be-biased-by-career-concerns-paper-finds  

https://www.energy.gov/fecm/strategic-petroleum-reserve-9
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/federal-reserve-put-itself-between-a-rock-and-a-hard-place/2021/11/15/fdc5038e-4603-11ec-beca-3cc7103bd814_story.html
https://www.centralbanking.com/central-banks/governance/7690336/central-bank-research-may-be-biased-by-career-concerns-paper-finds
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The history of building cities from scratch is littered with 
disappointments but the projects always sound so cool! 

 
Telosa: It reads like Tesla, and rhymes with samosa! 

 
 

  

 
https://cityoftelosa.com/  

 
 
  

https://cityoftelosa.com/
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